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Abstract. The extraction of consensus segmentations from several bi-
nary or probabilistic masks is important to solve various tasks such as
the analysis of inter-rater variability or the fusion of several neural net-
work outputs. One of the most widely used method to obtain such a
consensus segmentation is the STAPLE algorithm. In this paper, we
first demonstrate that the output of that algorithm is heavily impacted
by the background size of images and the choice of the prior. We then
propose a new method to construct a binary or a probabilistic consen-
sus segmentation based on the Fréchet means of Jaccard distances which
make it totally independent of the image background size. We provide
a heuristic approach to optimize this criteria such that a voxel’s class is
fully determined by its morphological distance, the connected component
it belongs to and the group of raters who segmented it. We compared
extensively our method on three datasets with the STAPLE method and
the naive segmentation averaging method, showing that it leads to con-
sensus masks of intermediate size between Majority Voting and STAPLE
and to different posterior probabilities than those methods.

Keywords: Image segmentation, consensus, distance

1 Introduction

The fusion of several segmentations into a single consensus segmentation is a clas-
sical problem in the field of medical image analysis related to the need to merge
multiple segmentations provided by several clinicians into a single “consensus”
segmentation. This problem has been recently revived by the development of
deep learning and the multiplication of ensemble methods based on neural net-
works [10]. One of the most well-known methods to obtain a consensus seg-
mentation is the STAPLE algorithm [22], where an Expectation-Maximization
algorithm is used to jointly construct a segmentation consensus and to esti-
mate the raters’ performances posed in terms of sensitivities and specificities.
The seminal STAPLE method [8] creating a probabilistic consensus from a set
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of binary segmentations was followed by several follow-up works. For instance,
Asman et al. [2] replaced global indices of performance by spatially dependent
performance fields and Commowick et al. [6] combined STAPLE with a slid-
ing window approach, in order to allow spatial variations of rater performances.
Another improvement consisted in introducing the original image intensity in-
formation [3]. Many other fusion methods were proposed based on generative
models [4, 21], label fusion with intensity images [17] or simple majority voting
(MV) [16, 1]. The STAPLE method is based on simple probabilistic models, is
widely applicable [22, 8] but it suffers from several limitations, some of them al-
ready addressed in the literature [2, 6, 3] and some, to the best of our knowledge,
never raised before.

In this article, we first analytically characterize the dependence of the STA-
PLE algorithm on the size of the background image and the choice of prior
consensus probability. We then introduce an alternative consensus segmentation
method, coined MOJITO, which is based on the minimization of the squared
distance between each binary segmentation and the consensus. By adopting the
Jaccard distance between binary or probabilistic shapes, the consensus is thus
posed as the estimation of a Fréchet mean which is independent from the size of
the background image. We show that the adoption of specific heuristics based
on morphological distances during the optimization allows to provide a novel bi-
nary or probabilistic globally consistent consensus method which creates masks
of intermediate size between Majority Voting and the STAPLE methods.

2 STAPLE dependence on background size and prior

2.1 STAPLE dependence on background size

The STAPLE consensus method [22] takes as input a set of K binary segmen-
tations S = {S1, ..., SK} of size N and produces a single probabilistic consensus
Tn ∈ [0, 1],1 ≤ n ≤ N . The consensus prior probability P (Tn) = wn is an impor-
tant parameter of the algorithm giving the prior probability that voxel n belongs
to the consensus. Each rater’s performance is characterized by a sensitivity (pk)
and a specificity (qk) parameter, that are estimated throughout the algorithm.
From Bayes law, the consensus posterior probability un = P (Tn|S) is :

un =
wn
∏
k p

Skn
k (1− pk)1−S

k
n

wn
∏
k p

Skn
k (1− pk)1−S

k
n + (1− wn)

∏
k q

1−Skn
k (1− qk)S

k
n

(1)

where the parameters pk and qk are updated as follows:

pk =

∑
n,Skn=1 un∑

n un
=

TPk
FNk + TPk

qk =

∑
n,Skn=0(1− un)∑

n(1− un)
=

TNk
TNk + FPk

where TPk, TNk, FPk, FNk are respectively the continuous extension of the
number of true positive, true negative, false positive and false negative voxels
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from rater k. It is easy to show that logit(un) = ln ( un
1−un ) can be expressed as

logit(un) = logit(wn) +
∑

k,Skn=1

(
ln (pk)−ln (1− qk)

)
+
∑

k,Skn=0

(
ln (1− pk)−ln (qk)

)
.

Thus, when the background size increases, TNk also increases whereas FPk
is only marginally impacted after a critical size. So, qk → 1 when N → ∞
(supposing a constant foreground size) and we can write logit(un) ∼ logit(wn)+∑
k,Skn=1(ln (N −Bk) + ln ( pk

FPk
)) +

∑
k,Skn=0 ln (1− pk) with Bk = TPk + FNk

constants for N large enough.

2.2 Impact of the consensus prior wn

In [22], Warfield et al. proposed to set wn as a spatially uniform value wn =
w where w is either a constant (typically w = 0.5) or defined as the average
occurrence ratio (w = 1

NK

∑
n,k S

k
n). We further consider more general priors

of the form w = A
Nα , with A a constant independent of the image size N , thus

having logit(wn) = − ln (N
α−A
A ). We show in the supplementary material that,

for large values of N , logit(un) takes the asymptotic value of
(∑

k,Skn=1 ln (N)−
α ln (N)

)
+ ln (A) +

∑
k,Skn=1 ln ( pk

FPk
) +

∑
k,Skn=0 ln (1− pk)

Therefore, the consensus posterior un is largely influenced by the image
(background) size N and the exponent α of image size N in the consensus
prior. More precisely, the asymptotic value of un when N → ∞ depends only
on the sign of

∑
k S

k
n − α in two cases: if

∑
k S

k
n > α, then un → 1 whereas if∑

k S
k
n < α, un → 0. If

∑
k S

k
n = α, this limit value depends on A, pk and FPk.

An example of the impact of the background image size on the STAPLE
algorithm is provided in Fig. 1. This dependence of the STAPLE consensus can
be explained by the fact that it is a generative model that should explain both
the foreground and the background voxels.

The use of local sliding windows in STAPLE as in [6] can somewhat mitigate
the background size effect, but smallest structures in the image can still be
impacted and the window size remains a hyperparameter which is difficult to
set.

3 MOJITO algorithm

We propose an alternative framework to the STAPLE algorithm that is solely
based on the distance between foreground masks which makes the estimation of
the consensus independent from the background image size. Furthermore, unlike
the MV consensus, it takes into account the shape of each binary connected
component surrounding each voxel to decide whether or not a voxel should be
in the consensus, instead of just looking at the voxel value.

More formally, we propose to set the probability of generating a rater mask
Sk from a consensus T to be of the form : p(Sk|T ) ∝ exp(−λd(T, Sk)2) where
d(T, Sk) is a distance or a metric between the two masks Sk and T . With this
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Fig. 1: Impact of the background size on STAPLE results between 7 segmen-
tations (with an empty one) with w = (

∑
n,k S

k
n)/NK, computed with sizes

respectively of size 67×61 (focused STAPLE) and 640×640 (full size STAPLE);
and comparisons with other methods. The relative size of the structure used for
computation can be seen at the top right corner. Contours after 0.5 thresholding
are indicated in grey.

formulation, finding the consensus as the maximum likelihood is equivalent to
minimizing the Fréchet variance µd = argminM

∑
k d(M,Sk)2. It is easy to show

that when setting the distance as the square root of the symmetric difference be-
tween the 2 masks, d(T, Sk) =

√
|T∆Sk| =

√
|(T ∪ Sk) \ (T ∩ Sk)|, the Fréchet

mean becomes the majority voting (MV) consensus (see the supplementary ma-
terial). Yet, in the MV consensus, each voxel is processed independently of its
neighbors which may lead to isolated voxels and non symmetric binary results.

3.1 MOJITO Binary algorithm

Jaccard distance Instead of the square root symmetric distance, we propose
to use the Jaccard distance between binary masks A and B ∈ {0, 1}N defined as

the complementary to the Jaccard index: dJ(A,B) = |A∆B|
|A∪B| = 1 − |A∩B||A∪B| . One

can show [11] that this is a distance following the triangular inequality unlike the
complementary to the Dice coefficient. By construction, the Jaccard consensus
µJ minimizes the mean squared Jaccard distance to S and only depends on the
foreground binary masks and is independent of the background size :µJ(S) =

arg minM∈{0,1}N
∑K
k=1 distJ(M,Sk)2. Its computation can be restricted to the

union of all rater masks : ES = {n|
∑K
k=1 S

k
n > 0}. In addition, we consider that

to decide if a voxel belongs to the consensus, one should only take into account
the context associated with the connected components surrounding that voxel,
since far away components are considered irrelevant. Therefore, we choose to
minimize separately the Jaccard distance for each connected component St of
the masks union ES (i.e. each structure). This is equivalent to minimize the
local mean squared Jaccard distance : lMSJD(S,M) =

∑
St dJ(S‖St,M‖St). To

lighten notations, we consider in the remainder only a single structure in ES .
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Heuristic computation based on morphological distance and crowns
The minimization of the Fréchet variance is a combinatorial problem with a
complexity of 2|ES | for the naive approach. Furthermore, it may lead to several
global minima µJ(S) when the number of raters K is small. This is why we
propose instead to seek a local minimum of the Fréchet variance by introducing
some heuristics in the optimization. The resulting local minimum has a lower
complexity to compute and is by construction maximally connected to avoid
isolated voxels. More precisely, we take into account the global morphological
relationships between each rater mask by decomposing the set ES into a set
of sub-crowns. The algorithm then proceeds in a greedy fashion by iteratively
removing or adding sub-crown to the current estimate of the consensus in order to
minimize the mean square Jaccard distance. More precisely, we define DmN (S)
as the distance map to the binary mask S on ES according to the considered
neighborhood N , which can be either the 4 or 8 (resp. 6 or 26) connexity in 2D
(resp. 3D) [9]. The distance is null for voxels inside each structure. The global
morphological distance map is the sum of those maps DNS =

∑
Sk∈S DmN (Sk)

on ES . A crown CNd is then defined as the set of voxels at a distance d in the global
map DNS . It can be shown that crowns realize a partition of ES (ES =

∐
d C
N
d ),

and that the 0-crown corresponds to the intersection of all masks in S. We
propose to further partition each crown as a set of sub-crowns:

CNd =
∐

g∈P(J1,KK)

(CNd )
g
,with (CNd )g = {n|n ∈ CNd & ∀k Skn = (k ∈ g)}

where P(J1,KK) is the power set (i.e. the set of all subsets) of the first K integers.
In other words, a sub-crown corresponds to a group of voxels located at the
same morphological distance from the intersection (or union) of all rater masks
and which have been segmented by exactly the same group of raters, as seen
in Fig. 2a. Thus, our method leads to a consistent grouping since all voxels
belonging to the same connected component, having the same morphological
distance, and being generated by the same group of raters will end up in the
same class.

MOJITO algorithm We proceed in a greedy approach by adding or removing
sub-crowns until the lMSJD criteria stops decreasing. We use two concurrent
strategies: either we start from the union of all masks (as seen in Fig. 2a) and then
remove sub-crowns with decreasing distances or we start with the crown with
the minimum distance and then add sub-crowns of increasing distances. Both
growing and shrinking strategies are applied in order to mitigate the risk of falling
into a local minimum and the consensus associated with the minimum lMSJD
of either strategy is kept. Because it proceeds by adding or removing sub-crowns
of increasing or decreasing distance, this algorithm enforces the compactness of
the consensus with a low risk of having isolated voxels. Furthermore, adding
or removing entire crowns would lead to suboptimal results because they can
be fairly large. Therefore, we found this MOrphologically-aware Jaccard-based
ITerative Optimization (MOJITO) approach to be a good compromise in terms
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2: (a) Left: Preprocessing step of the MOJITO algorithm, with the construc-
tion of the crowns. Right: An iteration of the shrinking approach with selection
of sub-crowns and the evaluation of their contribution to the lMSJD. (b) Appli-
cation of averaging and MOCJITO on a toy example with three segmentations
(red, green and blue contours). After thresholding, averaging gives an empty
segmentation whereas the MOCJITO method is more inclusive and outputs one
connected component.

of compactness, consistency and efficiency as seen in Fig. 1, with a number of
iterations exponentially depending on K but lower than the naive 2|ES |.

3.2 Continuous algorithm

Instead of seeking a binary consensus Tn ∈ {0, 1} between K raters, we may
be interested to get a soft consensus like a probability map Tn ∈ [0, 1] as in
the STAPLE algorithm. The trivial consensus solution is the mean consensus
Tn = 1

KS
k
n which corresponds to choosing dMean(x, y) = ‖x − y‖. As for the

MV, the mean consensus considers each voxel independent from its neighbors.
Below, we introduce an extension of the MOJITO approach to the continuous
case, called MOCJITO.

Extension of Jaccard distance Several extensions of the Jaccard distance to
the continuous case have been proposed. Among them, the Soergel metric [18]

dSoergel(x, y) =
∑
imax(xi,yi)−min(xi,yi)∑

imax(xi,yi)
has the advantage of following the tri-

angle inequality but is not differentiable. Instead, we consider the widely-used

Tanimoto distance [23, 9, 13] dTan(x, y) = 1−
∑
i xiyi∑

i x
2
i+y

2
i−xiyi

= ||x−y||2
||x−y||2+<x,y> .

Continuous MOJITO algorithm The brute force optimization of the sum
of squared Tanimoto distances leads to optimize a sum of K rational polynomi-
als over a set of |ES | scalars. So, we proceed in a greedy manner, separately on
each connected component, by starting with the mean consensus and optimizing
successively sub-crowns of increasing distances. All sub-crowns of increasing dis-
tances are iteratively considered until lMSJD(T,S), similarly extended on the
continuous domain with the Tanimoto distance, stops decreasing. For each sub-
crown r = (CNd )g, we optimize its scalar value nr ∈ [0, 1] such that it minimizes
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:

nr = argmin
x∈[0,1]

(dTan(T r,x,S)), with T r,x =

{
T r,xn = x if n ∈ r
T r,xn = Tn otherwise

;

For the optimization process we used the SLSQP algorithm [12] implemented
in Scipy v1.7.3 [20]. Outputs of this method can be seen in Figs. 1 and 4, and
the difference of behaviour with the classic averaging can be seen in Fig. 2b.

4 Results

4.1 Datasets and metrics

We applied our method on 2 datasets: a private database of transition zones of
prostate MR images and the publicly available MICCAI MSSEG 2016 dataset
of Multiple Sclerosis lesions segmentations [7]. The two datasets include 5 (resp.
7) raters’ binary delineations for 40 (resp. 15) subjects. Images from the private
dataset (resp. MSSEG dataset) have a size of [80-288]×[320-640]×[320-640] vox-
els (resp. [144-261]×[224-512]×[224-512] voxels). It was possible to extract from
the private dataset bounding boxes of size [58-227]×[53-184]×[62-180] voxels.
From the 3D private dataset, we created a 2D subset by extracting a single slice
for each patient located at the basis of the prostate since this region is subject
to a high inter-rater variability [5, 15].
We compared our algorithm to the STAPLE method implemented in SimpleITK
v2.0.2 [14] and the naive segmentation averaging using the lMSJD (minimized
by our method) and the mean squared error (MSE, minimized by the classic
averaging). The statistical significance was evaluated with the Wilcoxon signed-
rank test corrected with the Bonferroni-Holm method implemented in Pingouin
v0.5.0 [19]. We used in all cases the neighborhood linked to the 8 or 26-connexity.

4.2 Evaluation of the different methods

We show in Fig. 1 comparison of our methods to the STAPLE method applied
on the whole image and on a cropped image centered on the segmentation and
to the MV. In Fig. 3 are represented the results for all considered methods
on the three datasets, exact numerical results being available in supplementary
material. Largest differences have been observed on the MSSEG dataset - an
example being shown in Fig. 4. On the 3D private dataset, applying STAPLE
on the whole image took 9.5± 6.8s by image, against 14.7± 15.9s for MOJITO
and 30.7 ± 33.2s for MOCJITO. On the MSSEG dataset the processing time
was 45.5± 56.6s for the binary version and 75.5± 82.0s for the continuous one,
against 20.5± 20.4s for STAPLE.

Discussion In all datasets, we see the significant impact of the background
size on the STAPLE result with a p-value< .001 between the full size STAPLE,
which produces very large consensuses, and other methods. MOJITO algorithms
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also output consensuses that are significantly different from the ones produced
by averaging especially on datasets where the inter-rater variability is higher.
The MOJITO consensuses often include voxels segmented by less than half of
the raters, (as seen in Fig. 4), and more rarely exclude voxels segmented by
a majority of raters (as seen in the supplementary material). In general, our
method appears to produce consensus segmentations of larger size than MV but
smaller than those produced by full size STAPLE. This is particularly true on
cases with a high inter-rater variability, as in the MSSEG dataset with 14 out of
15 cases with a MOJITO consensus strictly larger than the MV one (as shown
in the supplementary material). Besides, posterior probabilities for a voxel to
belong to the MOCJITO consensus differ from the ones obtained by averaging,
as seen in Fig. 1. This is why significant statistical differences can be observed
between averaging and MOCJITO in Fig. 3.

5 Conclusion

We have shown that the STAPLE method is impacted by the image background
size and the choice of prior law. This dependence was also verified experimentally
on two datasets. We have also introduced a new background-size independent
method to generate a consensus based on the Jaccard distance. Our approach
generalizes the Majority Voting and mean consensus, by taking into account local
morphological configurations between rater masks and the proposed MOJITO
and MOCJITO algorithms lead to consistent masks. Therefore, we believe that
the MOJITO (resp. MOCJITO) algorithm is a good alternative to MV (resp.
STAPLE) method to define segmentation consensus.

Private 3D

Private 2D

MSSEG

Fig. 3: Results on the private 3D (top) and 2D (middle) datasets and on the
MSSEG dataset (bottom) with regards to the lMSJD (first two columns) and to
the MSE (last two columns). Means are indicated by a cross. ***: p-val<.001;
*: p-val<.05. All statistically significant differences are indicated except for full
size STAPLE which differs for all other methods for all metrics on all datasets
with a p-value<.001, so we did not represent its differences for clarity reasons.
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Fig. 4: Two consecutive slices of a MSSEG sample on which we applied STAPLE
(pink), Majority Voting (purple) and our method (green contour) (a, c), and
for each voxel of those slices the number of raters who segmented them (b, d).
Differences between MV and MOCJITO are highlighted by brown squares
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